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1. Today is not only Easter--it’s…April Fools Day!  I kinda wondered if some of you are here 

because someone played a bad joke on you--you know, told you that you were going for the 
brunch buffet at Mandarin--and when you got in the car they said, “Nah…April Fools--We’re 
goin’ to CHURCH!  I hope not! 

 
 -April Fool’s jokes almost always are about messing with someone’s sense of reality, aren’t 

they?  “Your cars on fire!”  No it’s not.  Gotcha!  “Mom is coming to visit for a month!”  No, 
she’s not.  Gotcha! 

 
-Sometimes people pull silent pranks.  They just do something--you know, put sod in your 
office, fill your car with balloons, or give chocolate and Pepsi to your kids before bedtime.  
And it can get destructive.    
 
-We used to live in a really tough neighbourhood--and the only parking space for this huge 
cockroach infested house was on the street.  So when my Dad came home and someone 
had taken it, he got a little irritated!  One day that happened, and my brother decided to help 
out--and stuffed the guy’s gas tank with snow.   
 
-Well, the joke was on us.  My Dad--with great humility spent more money than he could 
afford fixing the problem! My brother paid…in other ways!    
 
a. Now, here’s my point--and there is one.  It’s not just cars that have tanks.  We do too.  

We’ve been talking about Grit--a form of endurance inside that helps us plow through 
obstacles like discouragement, fear, failure, and disappointments.  

  
-Passion is what fuels our ability to persevere, to endure, to go down, and keep 
getting back up.  Babies do this quite naturally; they try walk, then fall; try again, then 
fall--this process can happen a hundred times or more.  They’re driven by this inner 
desire to grow--to do what almost everyone else in their world is doing! 
 
-The passion behind great musicians is a love for excellence in music.  The passion 
behind great athletes is their love for sport and competition.  The passion behind 
great reality TV is…we’re not sure what the heck that is! 
 

b. Sometimes, however, people don’t have the fuel they need to persevere.  To live with 
Grit!  They want to endure; they want to cross the finish line, they want to not get 
stuck--but they’re out of fuel.  

 
-Some people, however, know how to endure, to persevere, to plow through 
obstacles, to just keep keepin’ on--but they’re running on the wrong fuel!  The 
passion driving them is bad stuff!  Unlike the gas tank filled with snow, this passion 
fires them up--but in the wrong direction--and for the wrong reasons.  In the story of 
Jesus’ last days, we see all of that--and that’s what I want to talk about this morning. 
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c. In a world like ours, passion--for some, anyways, has dwindled down to a memory.  
For some, their plan is simply to, Survive till I die.  Actually?  The odds of that 
happening are pretty good.  You will survive till you die.  Here’s what I want to ask: 
What would it look like--if you didn’t just exist--survive--but lived with passion?  
And what if that passion was hope and love and cannot be extinguished or 
stopped because it comes from a source of limitless power?  And if you had 
that kind of hope and love--what could possibly stop you? 
 
-And here’s my second question: Would you at least open your heart--just a 
crack, just a tiny bit--to that possibility?     
 

2. This is a fact:  Jesus was one gritty person.  He just kept pushing forward, challenging the 
status quo, challenging the religious authorities of His day.  And then He got taken down--on 
Good Friday--by a combination of religious and political authorities.  His death was 
particularly gruesome and painful.  It looked like He had failed.  When you look at the story-
-you have to ask-- Why was Jesus executed in the first place?  

 
-All the records--both secular and biblical--show that He preached love and grace and hope-
-and healed people; that is, He left everyone and everything better than He found them!  
How could Jesus be welcomed as the Messiah--on Sunday--and the crowd demand a brutal 
execution on Friday morning?  How does that happen? 
 
-The only level at which this makes any sense is at the cosmic level; the supernatural 
level.  First, Jesus claimed to be God.  Now, you can toy around with the words, but that’s 
just a fact.  And to back that up, He did things that only God could do--like calm storms, 
multiply food, turn water to wine, heal anyone who was brought to Him, forgive sins and 
raise the dead.   
 
-And it’s through Jesus that we find out about the dark side to the supernatural realm.  Most 
of you have heard of him as Satan or the Devil; Jesus called him the evil one--because he 
and his rebellion is behind all the evil and sadness and death in the world.   
 
-I’ll be talking about this more in a future series, but here’s what we know; God--who created 
everything is planning to save everything and make all things new.  That’s what Jesus 
came to accomplish.  The goal of the evil one and the forces of darkness he uses is to twist 
and spoil what God made to be good.  I’ll tell you why.  It’s because intense love--when it 
gets spoiled, turns to intense hatred.   
 
-Think about it, when a woman gets murdered--who do they look at first as a suspect?  
Guys, write this down somewhere--it’s the husband!  And this is especially true if a couple 
is estranged or divorced.  Have you ever noticed that when intense love and devotion goes 
bad, it turns to instense hatred!   
 
-See, from the sketchy details we have on Satan’s background, it seems that he was 
created by God as one of His most powerful, most loved angels.  But out of arrogance he 
rebelled--led a rebellion--and now hates God and intent on destroying as much as he can 
before he is destroyed.   
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-I’ll tell you why.  If you hate me and want to cause me intense pain, then go after my wife, 
my children and my grand-daughter--and others I love.  That will create more pain than 
burning down my house, stealing my car, or getting me fired.  
 
-The evil one’s plan is simple:  Kill, steal, and destroy.  And ever since he first tempted 
our ancestors to join him in his rebellion--which we did--the plan has been to retaliate 
against God by twisting His reputation and destroying the people and the place he created.  
And he’s got GRIT!  He’s determined to wreck, corrupt, poison and kill off as much as he 
can!   
 
a. The way Satan works doesn’t look, sound, or smell like a black metal band.  There 

are no horns, no red glowing eyes, no hooves--and nothing that smells like sulphur--
and no pentagram logos!  The way he typically works is by just twisting the natural 
desires.   

 
-He takes the desire for sex--and twists it just a little.  He takes our natural attraction 
to beautiful things--to quality--and twists it just a little.  He takes our natural desire to 
be well thought of--and twists it just a little. He takes the satisfaction we feel and 
twists it just a little toward pride.   
 
-He doesn’t throw pitchforks or singe people with fire.  His three greatest weapons 
are fear, divisiveness, and discouragement. And he always urges us toward 
selfishness--to take normal things like the desire for comfort, safety, pleasure--and 
direct them toward ourselves at the expense of others.   
 

b. Now, in some ways, this all seems kinda harmless, doesn’t it?  I mean, you’d think 
that the evil one would think up a more spectacular strategy--you know, like the 
takeover of the world by Lex Luther--or Dr. No.  But we under-estimate the extreme 
damage that can take place when people are driven by selfishness and greed and 
power.  And we underestimate how this stuff multiplies over the years--especially in 
the hearts of people who have been crushed by it.    

 
3. Now, here’s what I want you to notice.  Grit, remember, is made up of two things.  What are 

they?  Passion and …perseverance.  Grit is a huge deal in life--critical to doing anything of 
significance.  It keeps you trying when you’d rather just give up.  It helps you fix 
relationships--instead of just throwing them away.  It pushes you to work on something 
you’re not good at--until you get good at it.   

 
-Grit is what drove people like Wilberforce to just keep on going for over 20 years until 
slavery was abolished.  Grit is what drove Martin Luther King, Jr. to bring civil rights to the 
attention of the world--even though he was beaten, jailed, threatened and finally 
assassinated.   
 
-Here’s my question.  We know there are good people with grit--and the passion that drives 
their perseverance and endurance is compassion, kindness, justice, and hope, right?  Does 
grit go bad--get toxic?  Are their gritty evil people?  Like people who persevere against 
the odds--but whose passion tank is full of poison--hatred, contempt, greed and lust for 
power?  You’d better believe there are!  Pol Pot, Stalin, Hitler, Osama bin Laden--to name 
a few.  Think about it, what was Hitler’s passion tank filled with?  Revenge!  Lust for power! 
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-Now, here’s something you need to know.  The evil one--as Jesus called him--the devil--
Satan--is incredibly gritty!  He has more grit than me--and he has more grit than you too! 
 
a. Let me explain why I would say that.  God is incredibly powerful, right?  To pick a 

fight with God is not a smart thing to do!  He can speak an entire universe into 
existence, create the miracle of life--and make angels--powerful, invisible beings? 
That takes some doing!  There is not a thing He doesn’t’ know, and there’s not a 
thing He can’t do.  Satan, who sees way more than we do--knows all this!   

 
 -And yet--He takes God on.  Remember my pathetic lawn tractor?  Imagine a pulling 

contest between it--and Big Bud! [pic] 8 feet high wheels, 16 cylinder 1100 hp 
engine--the biggest tractor in the world!  Would I give Big Bud a run for his money?  
No contest!  Satan, the evil one, thinks he’s hot stuff--but there is no comparison 
between him and God!   

 
-So why does he even try?  It’s because he knows ho deeply God loves and cares 
for us.  He can’t win--but his hatred for God makes him want to inflict at least 
some pain!      
 

b. Why am I even talking about all this?  It’s because to understand the pure hatred the 
devil stirred up against Jesus, you have to understand what was going on--and what 
the stakes were.  What we see at the trial and at the cross was just the surface; the 
real war was behind the scenes.   See, the mission of Jesus was not to come and 
teach us how to be nice to one another.  His mission was to defeat death and Satan--
then save us and everything else. 

 
 -Humanity--and all of creation--was in a head on collision with death.  Total 

annihilation.  I’ll tell you how I know that.  The Jewish nation and religion were the 
keepers of truth and faith.  God had revealed Himself to them and their ancestors--
but they kept going off on tangents--detours. 

 
-In addition to that, that most powerful nation that controlled the world of that day, 
Rome, was convinced that their Emperor, Caesar, was God.  And they had the power 
to crush--obliterate, really, the opposition.  And the Jews because of their ongoing 
uprisings where on the chopping block.  It was just a matter of time before the killing 
spree started.  
 

c. It’s into this mess that God sends a baby named Jesus.  After a pretty splashy 
beginning, we don’t hear much about him--until, at age 30, he shows up and begins 
teaching and doing miracles the world has never seen in history. 

 
-Now, think about this: how is it that a deeply religious people being crushed by the 
most powerful nation on the planet reject the Messiah--the King God sends to save 
them?  How is it that the top religious leaders--good-living people who fast, pray, give 
to the poor--and have their Bibles memorized --prophecy experts--turn Him over to 
the enemy, Rome, to be tortured to death on a cross?   
 
-Who could get the best most religious leaders in the world to meet their God, face 
to face--hate Him, humiliate Him, mock Him as He’s tortured--then spit on Him 
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when He’s dead?  The evil one!  Only a master of deception--a being with 
incredible power and amazing grit could pull that off! 
 

4. As you know, that’s how things ended on Good Friday.  We don’t know what the Devil knew 
about Jesus.  He somehow knew that Jesus was the Son of God--the King God had 
promised to send.  We know that he tried to get Jesus to take short cuts to accomplish his 
mission of saving the world when he was alone in the desert.   

 
-We know he went after Jesus’ core disciples--and finally found one, Judas, who loved 
money more than Jesus.  We know that he launched an all-out attack on Jesus’ grittiest 
disciple, Peter, to get him to deny Jesus--and it worked!.  We know that he went after 
everyone who believed in and trusted Jesus to think that He’d deceived them--and it   
worked.   
 
-It looked like it was over.  Jesus was dead, wrapped in a burial shroud, encased in 75 
pounds of spices, his body already decaying--with a massive rock in front of the tomb.  The 
Romans and religious professionals had gone to extreme measures--sealing the tomb and 
posting a guard to make sure He stayed in there.  All of Jesus’ followers had gone into 
hiding--scared that they would be the next ones to die.   
 
a. The sad truth about the whole thing is that Satan used the weapon he always uses.  

Death!  I don’t know if you’ve ever realized this, but the focus of every weapon of war 
and intimidation and terror has to do with death. It’s actually quite effective as a 
weapon.  

 
 -Now, I know some of you might say, “Death is no big deal.  I’m not afraid to die!”  

The test for that is not sitting in a comfy chair in a warm building listening to some 
guy talk.  The test comes when you’re flying back from Calgary, and the jet is in a 
slow spin--diving at a 50 degree angle at some ugly, flat prairie in Saskatchewan.  
Are you cool with death in a moment like that? 

 
 -Maybe you are!  What about the death of your wife, or your child or your best friend?  

Hey, what about the death of all your relationships--or your job?  Or the death of your 
reputation?  What if death isn’t quick--it’s this slow process like Steven Hawking went 
through?   

 
-What about the death of a dream you’ve invested a big chunk of your life in?  What 
about losing everything you own or will own?  What about losing your health…or your 
eyesight?  What about losing the ability to focus and think clearly?  What about losing 
your freedom?   What about losing the love of people you want to be close to? 
 

 -Death is loss--and these are all forms of death.  And the fear of death, loss of things 
we love and need, the loss of love, loss of peace, loss of connection, of a future 
haunts everyone.  And even if you don’t fear that loss for yourself, you most 
certainly do for people you love.  It’s, hands down, the devil’s most effective weapon.  
And his next greatest weapon is despair, discouragement--the loss of hope--ANY 
hope! 

 
b. In this past week, we’ve come face to face with this fear in our family.  Two weeks 

ago, I got a text during the service that Lori’s stepmom had stopped breathing for a 
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while--and been rushed to the hospital.  In the next 24 hours, we came close to 
losing her 2 more times.  Loss is an enemy I hate--and, I’m guessing you hate.   

 
c. So, let me just imagine something with you.  Imagine the forces of darkness 

celebrating their victory.  It’s quite a party.  Their threats had reduced Jesus to an 
emotional mess in the Garden.  And then Jesus’ humiliation--and crucifixion!   
Reducing the someone you both fear and hate to a bloody mess on a cross?  
Destroying what He came to do? 

 
-Imagine that you reduce 3 years of miracles, love, teaching, and 1000s of followers 
down to a handful of terrified people who once believed that God would use them to 
change the world?  That was an amazing victory.  I can toasting each other over 
some of the cool moves they made--that they’d thoroughly whipped God at his own 
game.   
 

d. And then Jesus calmly walks into the room.  He says, APRIL FOOLS!  Only--you’re 
the fool!  Can’t stay long--I have an appointment with Mary Magdalene, and then a 
fishing trip with Peter planned--but just so you know--your rule of death is 
finished!”   

 
 -Know how a double negative, mathematically, is a positive?  Death + death = LIFE.  

Especially when the One who goes down is the resurrection and the life and is 
UNSTOPPABLE!  Somehow, when Jesus died--He shredded the enemy’s most 
prized weapon.  Death.  Loss.   

 
5. When Jesus stepped out of the grave on that first Easter Sunday, 2000 years ago, no one 

expected it.  Not at all.  Two women pretty much noticed it by accident.  Mary Magdalene 
and the “other Mary” as she’s called watched Jesus get wrapped in a shroud, placed in a 
tomb [pic] likely this one, at dusk on Friday.   

 
-On Sunday morning as they walked back to the tomb with more spices--to keep Jesus’ 
body from smelling--they at least thought, “Oh yeah--the rock!” How would they anoint 
Jesus’ body when there was a 2000 pound rock [pic] in front it?   
   
-There’s no drum roll, no celestial music--just an angel who rolls back the stone and sits on 
it--and says, He’s not here!  He’s risen--just like He told you!  Jesus never made any 
threats like, I’ll be back!  For Him, the religious authorities the temple system, Pilate, Rome-
-were all in the rear view mirror!  The system of death that had always been so efficient--
didn’t work.     
 
a. When the women--the two Mary’s came back, breathless, eyes wide--and reported 

what they saw, the disciples didn’t believe them for a minute.  Death is death.  Final.  
But to make sure, Peter and John ran to the grave; Jesus most certainly was gone!   

 
-Then Jesus meets and talks to Mary Magdalene--and shows up later--probably at 
the Sunday Evening Service--and meets with the disciples.  At first they thought, 
“Maybe it’s his ghost”--but Jesus ate a piece of fish--and it didn’t fall on the floor when 
he swallowed.  “Hmmm!  He’s not a ghost!” 
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b. Over the next few days, it became very clear to these sceptical followers that Jesus 
told the truth.  Even the gates of death and hell couldn’t stop him.     

 
 -In 1 Corinthians 15--written around 50 A.D., Paul quotes an early creed telling 

people that Jesus, before he ascended to the Father met with all of his disciples--and 
then with over 500 people at one time--most of whom were still alive.   
-The fact that Jesus died on that cross and was buried in Joseph of Arimathea’s 
grave is an historical fact.  The fact that he rose again--is also a matter of historical 
fact--supported with way more ancient manuscript evidence than there is for the 
existence of Plato. 
 

c. He passed his mission for changing the world on to his disciples--which would 
include followers like you and me: 

 
 Jesus came and told his disciples, “I have been given all authority in heaven 

and on earth. Therefore, go and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing 
them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Teach these 
new disciples to obey all the commands I have given you. And be sure of this:  
I am with you always, even to the end of the age.” (Matthew 28:18-20 NLT)  
 

 -You need to know that Jesus still holds all authority in Heaven--and on earth.  And 
He’s still with us.  And He will complete His mission! 

 
6. I’d like to spend a few minutes in closing, this morning, talking about what this really means.  

See, what we sometimes hear goes something like this: “Jesus rose again on Easter--and 
because of that, we will live forever in Heaven with Him.”  Now, is that true? You’d better 
believe it is!  But the expanded picture is much grander--and it includes everything!  And 
that’s what I want you to think about. 

 
 -First, it means that everything Jesus said about Himself and about spiritual reality is 

true.  It has to be!  He said He was God, that He and the Father were One.  He said that He 
was the way to the Father--and to life--and He is!  

  
 -Jesus also said that what he was starting, this Kingdom, this Church or Gathering would 

prevail in history--and nothing would stop it.  His mission was not to help people be nice 
people--but to change history forever.  Has that happened?  It most certainly has--and it’s 
still happening!   

 
 -See, through the years, people have bragged that they’re going to come back from the 

dead, but it didn’t happen before Jesus--and it hasn’t happened since!  When someone 
walks out of a grave alive and changes history--you need to pay attention to what He 
says!   

 
 -Jesus replaced religion with Himself--because religion cannot get you to God or wherever 

else you want to go.  If you want to find forgiveness and peace and life--and live in a way 
that makes a difference--and learn how to love, He’s the way--because He’s God!  

 
 -Despite the scare tactics in our world--and all the predictions of doom, catastrophe, alien 

takeovers, and nuclear holocausts, the world will only end when Jesus says so--and not 
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before.  His promise to His followers is quite clear:  I have been given all authority in 
heaven and on earth… 

 
 -Question--what does all include?  Well, if there’s any authority--in heaven and on earth--He 

has it!  He has the final say.  And then: 
 And be sure of this: I am with you always, even to the end of the age. How long will 

Jesus stay with us? ALWAYS!  For how long?  Till the age we’re in ends! 
 

a. But what Jesus accomplished through His death and resurrection is not just comfort 
for the future.  It’s about the death and loss we face right now--and the fear that 
creates.  See, we were not originally created to grow old, suffer loss and die.  Death 
is a consequence of sin and rebellion against God.   

 
 -Dying stinks!  Dying hurts!  Dying seems unnatural--cause it is!  Losing your 

pet, losing your reputation, losing your health, losing your eyesight, your hearing and 
your hair sucks!  Losing your job is tough--and losing your ability to work is harder!  
Losing your agility, your strength, your friends is not just difficult--it’s horrible!  And 
that’s why it is Satan’s most effective weapon! 

  
b. Hebrews, the book we’ve been studying, puts it like this: 
 
 Because God’s children are human beings—made of flesh and blood—the Son 

also became flesh and blood. For only as a human being could he die, and only 
by dying could he break the power of the devil, who had the power of death. 
Only in this way could he set free all who have lived their lives as slaves to the 
fear of dying. (Hebrews 2:14-15 NLT) 

 
 -You heard that, right?  Jesus had to become human--because the only way to break 

the power of the evil one--and the power of death--was to submit himself to it.  
Satan’s power over human beings is death and loss.  Jesus death cancelled his 
power.  And right this very minute, Jesus is taking back everything subject to death.  

  
 -And the bottom lines is that we don’t have to live our lives as slaves to the fear 

of dying!  Again, people say, “I’m not a slave to that fear!  I don’t even think about it!”  
Really?  Do you do anything at all about loss?  Like, the loss of your fit and trim 
body?  Like--the loss of your luxurious skin and hair--or your 25” waist?  We actually 
spend a lot of energy and money trying to prevent death and loss!  I think most of us 
would be surprised at how much fear we have of loss.   

 
c. Do people who believe in Jesus and trust in Jesus experience loss?  Yep!  I do.  

Loss is almost always a sad, difficult experience.  When I lost both parents a few 
years ago, I had to remind myself every day, “Someone isn’t lost--if you know where 
they are!” 

 
-But the promise of Jesus is that, because of what He did on a cross, there will come 
a day when every loss will be un-lost.  I don’t even know how--but every loss we’ve 
ever experienced will be healed up, every wrong made right.   
 
-And that’s why the followers of Jesus before us could risk their lives caring for 
people with awful diseases--and people could--and would risk their lives to change 
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the world.  Satan’s favourite weapon--fear of death and lost has been ripped 
out of his hands!  
  

7. So…where does grit fit into all of this?  I’ll tell you what it has to do with it!  Remember what 
I said about Hitler, Stalin--that they were gritty people?  I’ll tell you why they did a lot of 
damage--but didn’t succeed.   

 
-Here’s the deal; you can be the grittiest person on the face of the planet.  You can run 
multiple marathons and win Olympic medals; you can build a monster corporation that 
crushes the competition; you can stockpile billions of dollars to insulate yourself from every 
conceivable loss or set-back. 
 
-But this stuff is always an illusion.  Death will stop you in your tracks--whether it’s fired from 
a rifle, or a piece of fat stuck in your heart, or a germ that multiplies out of control--or 
Alzheimer’s disease that shrivels your brain.  That’s why Jesus said to a rich man that tried 
to guarantee his future with a stockpile, “You’re a fool! Your full barns--and all the grit it 
took to fill them--can’t help you when your dead!   
 
-And that’s why you need something that stops death in it’s tracks.  And that would be the 
power of God--the power that raised Jesus from the dead.  If you try to pull this off with your 
own grit--you’ll go down hard.  Don’t even try!   Death lost to JESUS--remember?  You’ll 
want to remember that 
 
-Another question you need to ask--and be serious about--is “What kind of fuel am I running 
on…really?”  Can rage, jealousy, greed and revenge drive you forward--and help you plow 
through stuff?  Of course it can.  But this stuff will always lose to love and grace and the 
power of God.  Running on poison will just kills you!   
 

 -The evil one--one of the grittiest beings who has ever lived--and who will live on for a 
time--is no match for the power of God--of a Saviour and King who will go to a cross and 
die to defeat him to free those He loves…US!  Satan’s still kicking around--we know that--
but the party’s over!  He lost! 

 
 -Here’s what you’ll want to remember; hope…HOPE--is the passion that drives the kind of 

perseverance you’ll need to get you through life…and loss…and falling down…and 
struggles.  Where you put your hope, though, makes a huge difference.   

 
-If your hope is in you, your skills, your intelligence, your job, your friends, your bank 
account, or the beautiful person who looks adoringly into your eyes--honest, you’re 
cooked!  You’ll lose hope.   
 
-See, I’d suggest you put your hope in Jesus--the One who whipped death--and then turned 
it around to save the world!  He’s the one who promised that He holds all the authority in 
heaven and earth--and that His love for you will never go away. 
 
a. And right now you have this opportunity to be forgiven.  To know Him.  To have His 

Hope and His life and His grace pour into you--so you can experience all of what He 
did for you on the cross.  He offers you Himself.  He offers you the immense power of 
His Spirit--and the ability to do something with your life that lasts forever.   
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-Right now, this morning--the hope of Jesus walking out of that grave--can be 
yours.  As he breathed his last on the cross--he said, “It is finished.  Paid in full!”  
And when he stepped out of the grave, It was. 
 

b. The greatest loss in life--is the loss of an opportunity.  And today is your opportunity 
to find life--and to find hope for all of your life.  What Jesus did is yours for the 
asking--and it will change your life forever!  What’s plan B?  Do you have one?   

 Don’t miss the hope that can be yours!  
 

-Easter proves that absolutely nothing can stop or even slow down the love of 
God--or separate us from it!    


